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Let Y be an absolutely continuous random variable and FV a nonnegative 
variable independent of Y. It is to be expected that when FV is close to 1 in some 
sense, the distribution of the scale mixture YFV will be close to Y. This notion has 
been investigated by a number of workers, who have provided bounds on the 
difference between the distribution functions of Y and YJV. In this paper we 
examine the deeper problem of finding asymptotic expansions of the form 
P( YR < x) = P( Y < x) + zz=, E( W - l)“G”(x), where r > 0 and the functions G,, 
do not depend on FV. We approach the problem very generally, and then consider 
the normal and gamma distributions in greater detail. Our results are applied to 
obtain better uniform and nonuniform estimates of the difference between the 
distribution functions of Y and YJV. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Let Y be an absolutely continuous random variable and W a nonnegative 
variable independent of Y. The variable X= YW is a scale mixture with 
scale factor W. It is to be expected that when W is close to 1 in some sense, 
the distribution of X will be close to that of Y. This notion has been made 
very precise by Keilson and Steutel [5], Heyde [3], Heyde and Leslie [4] and 
Hal1 [2]. For a large class of distributions of Y there exist constants C(fi r), 
depending only on the distribution function of Y and on r, such that 
for any nonnegative W independent of Y and any r > 0. If E( F-V) = I, then 
sup [P(YW<x)-P(Y<x)[ <D(fi r)E(W”- 1)2, (21 -CO<.X<CO 
where D(Y, r) depends only on Y and r (see [2]). 
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These “error bounds” indicate the possibility of obtaining a series 
expansion of the distribution of YE 
where the functions G,, depend only on r and the distribution function of Y. 
In the present paper we examine this property. We show that it is possible to 
obtain such an expansion for any distribution of Y with density function 
or 
where A > 0, a > 0 and a + p > 0, and C(a, p, A) is a constant. In these cases 
the functions Gn depend very simply on sequences of orthogonal 
polynomials. 
Similar expansions are possible for the density function of YIV. Iff and g 
represent the density functions of YW and Y, respectively, then 
j-(x)= g(x)+E(V- 1) g,(x)+E(IV- l)‘g&)+ ... , 
where gn(x) = G;(x). These expansions may be used to obtain inequalities of 
the type given in (1) and (2). In Section 4 they are applied to obtain both 
uniform and nonuniform bounds, and in each case our results improve on the 
best bounds obtained in previous papers. The general theory is discussed in 
Section 2, and Section 3 contains a more detailed examination of the 
polynomial expansions of normal and gamma scale mixtures. 
2. GENERAL POLYNOMIAL EXPANSIONS OF DENSITY 
AND DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS 
Suppose that the variable Y with density function g has all its moments 
finite, and let p,,, p ,,... be polynomials orthonormal with respect to the 
weight function g. We shall assume that p. E 1, so that 
1 m p,,(x) g(x) d.x = 0, n> 1. (4) -cc 
For each c > 0 let gc(x) = g(x/c)/cg(x), and set @ = { gc 1 ic - 11 < a}, where 
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8 > 0 is a constant. Suppose that the sequence {p”} is complete in the class 
@; that is, for each c with ] c - 1 ] < 6, 
where q,,(c) = J’Zrn gC(x) p&r) g(x) dx = .l’Zm p,Jcx) g(x) dx. Ckady qn is a 
polynomial of degree not exceeding that of p,, , and in view of (4), (c - I) is 
a factor of q,Jc). If it is permissible to multiply Eq. (5) by g and integrate the 
right-hand side term by term, we deduce that 
f’(cY < x) = P( Y < x) + f’ at(c) lx P&) g(u) du 
I -03 
= J’( Y < x) + (c - 1) 2 r&l ,(x 
(61 
P&I g(u) du, 
1 -cc 
where r-n is a polynomial. If c is replaced by a positive random variable W 
independent of Y, this leads to a power series expansion of P( YW < x) with 
coefficients E[qn( W)]. 
In general the polynomial expansion (6) may be quite complicated, with 
no simple expression for the coefficients qJc). Fortunately it is very simple 
for many common distributions. The Hermite polynomials, defined by 
are orthogonal with respect to the weight function ePX212, -m < x < oo, and 
the generalized Laguerre polynomials, given by 
are orthogonal with respect to xaePX, x > 0. The normalized Hermite 
sequence { (n!)-“*He”, n > O} is orthonormal with respect to (2n)-V2e-Xv2, 
and the normalized Laguerre sequence { [n!r(a)/r(cz + n)]1’2Lf’J, n > O} is 
orthonormal with respect to r(a)-‘xa-‘ePx. (We refer the reader to 
Abramowitz and Stegun [ 1, Chap. 221 for all the properties of orthogonal 
polynomials needed in this paper.) The following lemma is readily deduced 
from formulae for the generating functions of these polynomials. 
LEMMA 1. In the case g(x) = (2~r)-“~e-~~*, -c0 < x < m, we hue 
q2n-l(c) E 0 und q2,Jc) = {(2n)!/(n!)*2*‘}“*(c2 - I)” for n > 1. If 
g(x) = ~(a)-‘xaelevx, x > 0, then qn(c) = {r(cf + n)/n!r(a)}*‘2(l - c)’ for 
n > 1. 
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The polynomial expansion (6) may be applied to a large class of 
distributions by making a simple transformation. For example, if Y > 0 
almost surely and Z’(cY < x) admits the expansion (6), then for any a > 0 
and A > 0 we have 
Transformations of this type may be used in company with the results of 
Section 3 to obtain expansions for distributions of the form (3a) or (3b). 
3. POLYNOMIAL EXPANSIONS OF NORMAL AND GAMMA MIXTURES 
Our next results make precise the ideas presented in Section 2. 
THEOREM 1. Let Z be a standard normal variable and W a variable 
independent of Z. Denote by f and F the respective density and distribution 
functions of Z W. If 0 c W < 2v2 almost surely and 
then 
q1 -jP- l]]-l< co, (7) 
and 
where @ denotes the standard normal distribution function. In each case the 
series converges absolutely untformly on (-a, a~). 
THEOREM 2. Let Y be a gamma (a) variable and W a variable 
independent of Y. Denote by g and G the respective density and distribution 
functions of YW. If 0 c W < 2 almost surely and 
then 
ErGI = r(a) - lxa-le-X+~(a)wl~IZ(l- W)"L~-l)(x)xa-le-X. (111 
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If 0 < W c 2 almost surely and 
q1 - 1 w- l/l-= < co, 
then 
G(x) = l-(a)- ’ j; u ee’epu du + r(a)-‘? n-‘I?(1 - W)nL!$,(x)x@epx. 
1 
(13) 
In each case the series converges absolutely unfirmly on [O, co). 
Remarks. The conditions imposed in Theorems 1 and 2 are close to 
being the best possible. In the case of the Hermite polynomials, 
I ffe2MPY’*Jl - n!2fl 1 cos x l/(zn)“* 
and 
as n + co. Therefore if P(l W* - 11 > 1) > 0, the expansions in (8) and (9) do 
not converge uniformly in any neighborhood of the origin. Similar 
considerations apply in the case of the Laguerre polynomials. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We first state 
LEMMA 2. The following relations hold: 
and 
J x He2,Ju) e-“*I* du = -He2n- 1(x) eexz”, n> 1; (14) -cc 
lHe2n(x)l < n!2”+‘eXq4; (151 
lHe2nml(x)~ < [21’2(2n)!/n!2n] 1x1 exV4. (16) 
From Lemma 1 we deduce that 
(17) 
as a formal power series expansion. The right-hand side converges if 
0 < c < 2”‘. We estimate the absolute remainder of the series in (17), using 
(15): 
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N 
=2e-xY4]c2-l]N/(l-]c2-l]). (18) 
Therefore the absolute remainder of the series in (8) is dominated by 
(2/n)“2ecxq4E[[ W2 - 1 IN/(1 - 1 W2 - 1 I)], 
and in view of (7) this converges to zero uniformly in x as N+ co. 
We now prove (9). The results just established allow us to integrate the 
series in (17) term by term when 0 < c < 2ri2, obtaining 
@(x/c) = Q(x) - (27c)-“2 1 : e2 - 1Y zge*“e,(x) p*/2 
1 n!2n 
on using (14). From (16) we see that 
G ~1/2(~~)-~~p~ ~x]e-X’4~c2-llN/(l-ll-c21), (191 
using Stirling’s expansion, and the proof of (9) may now be completed as 
before. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We first state 
LEMMA 3. The following relations hold: 
and 
1 L:)(x)\ < 2eM2, -1 <a<Oandx>O. (221 
From Theorem 1 we deduce that 
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as a formal power series expansion, and the right-hand side converges if 
0 c c c 2. We estimate the absolute remainder. Suppose first that a > 1. In 
view of (21), 
(24) 
and also 
$1 I - cl”I-(a + n)/n! = Jrn u u~le~ueu’l~c’cfu =r(cf)(l - ] 1 - ~])-a. 
0 
It follows that xz 1 1 - Wl”T(a + n)/ n! converges almost surely to zero as 
ZV-+ co, and is dominated by r(a)(l - ] 1 - IV])-=. The result (11) now 
follows from (lo), (23), (24) and the dominated convergence theorem. If 
0 < a < 1, we deduce from (22) that 
r <2x=-‘e-~Z]l -clN/(l -11 -cl), Nl 
and condition (11) follows as before. 
In view of the results above we may integrate term by term in expansion 
(23) when 0 < c < 2, so that 
on using (20). From (21) we see that for any a > 0, 
m 
and the proof is completed as before. 
4. MEASURES OF DISTANCE FOR MIXTURES 
Heyde [3] used characteristic function techniques to obtain nonuniform 
estimates of the distance between a scale mixture and its parent distribution. 
His method is quite simple to apply once a uniform bound has been 
obtained, but it introduces an extraneous logarithmic factor to the estimate, 
with the result that for fixed x, the nonuniform bounds are of a larger order 
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of magnitude than the uniform ones. We shall correct this deficiency by 
using techniques based on the expansions in Section 3. Our methods even 
enable us to provide uniform bounds which improve on the best ones 
obtained previously (see Hall [2, Theorem 11). We eliminate the need for 
normalizing conditions such as E( IV,) = 1 or E( IV*) = I, by including the 
first term of the series expansion. 
Uniform and nonuniform estimates of the distance between density 
functions may be obtained in the same way. However, such estimates do not 
have the significance of those for distribution functions, and in any case it is 
necessary to impose additional conditions. For example, the density function 
of a normal mixture is unbounded at the origin if ,!?(I%‘-‘) = co. 
THEOREM 3. In the notation of Theorem 1, suppose that W > 0 almost 
surely and E(w) < a. Then for --az~ < x < a, 
A(x) = IF(x) - Q(x) + (~T)-“~E( W2 - 1) xeMx” 1 < 0,85E( W2 - 1)2 (26) 
and 
A(x) < l-57(1 + x4/20)-‘E(W2 - l)2. (27) 
THEOREM 4. In the notation of Theorem 2, suppose that W > 0 almost 
surely and E( W2) < a. There exist constants Cm and Da, depending only on 
a, such that for all x > 0, 
e(x) = G(x) - T(a)- ’ j: u a-le-Udu -T(a)-‘E(1 - W)x”eeX 
< CmE(W- l)* PI 
and 
.s(x)<D=(l +x*/20)-‘E(W- l)2. (29) 
When a = 1, we may take C, = 2.23 and D, = 3.34. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Fix 0 < 8 < 1 and let T, U and V be independent of 
Z with the distribution of W given that 1 W2 - 11 < & that W2 < 1 - C? and 
that Wz > 1 + 8, respectively. Since Del(x) =x, we have for x > 0 that 
A(x) < ]P(TZ < x) - [Q(x) - (~x)-“~$E(T* - 1) HeI ePXq2]] 
x P(i w2 - ll< 8) 
+ iP(x < Z < x/U) + (87r)1’2E(U2 - 1) xeCXY2\ P( W* < 1 - 8) 
+ 1 P(x/V c Z <x) - (87rp1’2E(V2 - 1) xeCX2'2[ P(W* > 1 + d) 
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< 2-l”[7c(l - J)]-1e1’48xe-XV4E(T2 - l)*P(] W* - l] < d) 
+ max{P(x c Z <x/U), (8z))“*E(l - U2) xewX2’*} P( W* < 1 - ~5) 
+ max{P(x/V < Z <x), (87z-“*E(V* - 1) xeCxV2} P( W* > 1 + ~5), 
(30) 
using inequality (19) with N = 2. To prove (26) we deduce from (30) that 
A(x) < 2P1’2[z(l - J)]-1e1’48 (2/e)“*E(T* - l)*P(] W* - 1 ] < 6) 
+@‘(W’c l-~)+max{~,(8rce)~1’*~~1E(V2-l)2}P(W2~ l+a) 
< 221’2[7c(l - a)]P1e1’48 2 e ‘I2 
( ’ ) (,w*+-8) cw2 - u* dp 
+ (2@-’ j (W2- 1)2dP 
lWZ<l-81 
+ max{ (2#)‘, (8rce)-“*d-l} 1 (W2- l)QJ. 
lw>l+81 
Condition (26) follows on choosing 8 such that 
that is, 8 = 0.767662. 
To prove (27) we lirst use (30) to obtain a nonuniform bound: 
x4Ll(x) < 2-i’*[?t(l - @]- 1e1’48(10/e)5’2E(T2 - l)*P(] W* - l] < ~5) 
+ max{x4P(Z > x), (8z)w1’2(5/e)5’2ijv1E(U2 - l)*} P( W* c 1 - 8) 
+ max{x4P(x/V < Z < x), (8n)-1’2(5/e)s’26-1E(V2 - 1)2} 
x P( w* > 1 + 8). 
If V has distribution function H and 1 + e = (1 + @‘I*, then 
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1 
.r/~‘+~~ < [22/(.x2 - u2)]*E(v2 - l)%-U*‘z rfz4 
0 
+ cF2E( v2 - 1)727r)?-yZ > x/( 1 + &)) 
< xp4E2( 1 + d)* 
Lj 
a u4eKUq2 du + (2?r)l’2 pll x4P(Z > x) E(V2 - l)? 
0 1 
Since (27r)“*x4P(Z > x) < x3e-xq2 < (3/e)3’2, then 
x4(x/V < Z < x) < 8*( 1 + d)*[; + (27r)1’2(3/e)3’2] E( V* - l)*. 
Combining the results above we see that 
x4A(x) < 2-1’2[7t(l - J)]-1e”4*(10/e)5’2 
1 
(W2 - l)QP 
llW,-lK8l 
+ max{f!-2(27r)1’2(3/e)3’2, f~5-~(87r)-r’~(5/e)~‘~} 
X 
1 
(W2- l)QP 
lW<l-8l 
+ max{dp2(l + @2[$ + (27t)-“2(3/2)3’2], &‘(8~))“*(5/e)~‘~} 
X 
1 
(W2- l)* dP. 
lw~>ltal 
Choosing 6 such that 
22qr(l -a)]- 1e1’4*(10/e)5’2 = R2(l + d)2[$ + (27r)-1’2(3/e)3’2] 
-that is, 6 = 0.585488-we deduce that 
x4,4(x) < 14.391618E(W2 - l)*, 
and combining this with (26) we obtain (27). 
Proof of Theorem 4. We shall prove (28) and (29) only in the case 
CI = 1; for all cz > 0 the proof is similar. Now, if 0 < 8 < I and T, U and F’ 
are independent of Y with the distribution of W given that ] W - I ] < 6, that 
W < 1 - 8, and W > 1 + 6, respectively, then 
&(x)<~P(TY<x)-(~-~~~)-E(~-T)~~c~~P(~W-~~<@ 
+~P(UY<X)-(~-~-~)-E(~-U)~~-~]P(W<~-~) 
+/P(VY<x)-(1 -epX)-E(1 - V)xe-*iP(W> 1 +a) 
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< (1 - J)-1xe-H2E( 1 - 7+)*P(] W - 1 ] < 6) 
-t max{e-‘, F’E(U - l)*xeeX} P( W < 1 - 6) 
+max{P(x/V< Y<x),E’E(V- l)2xe-X}P(W> 1+&(31) 
using the inequality (25) with N= 2. 
To prove (28) we note that 
+ e2 J (W- l)%P. lw>l+al 
We choose d such that 2e-‘(1 - 8))’ = d-‘-that is, 6 = 0.669858- and 
(29) follows with C, = 2.228614. Returning to (31) we obtain nonuniform 
bounds for e(x): 
x2&(x) < (6/e)3( 1 - kS)- * j (W- l)* LfP 
llW-~l<8t 
+ max{6-2(2/e)2, J-1(3/e)3}l (W- 1)2 0 
lW<l-81 
+max{x2P(x/V< Y<x),Jm’(3/e)3E(V- l)*}P(W> 1 +J). 
If V has distribution function H, then 
x/(1+6) 
x P(x/V< Y<x)= 1 P(V> x/u)epudu + 1 P(V> 1 0 x/t1 + 8) 
+ 6) e-” du 
< x-2a-2(l + 42 cC u2e-U &, + &2e-dt1+8) 
1 0 
< xezdp2( 1 + @2[2 + (2/e)*] E( V - l)2. 
Combining the last two results and choosing 6 such that 
(6/e)3(l -8)-l = K2(l + a)*[2 + (2/e)2] 
-that is, LI = 0.5 1323 l-we deduce that 
x2A(x) < 22.09265 E( W - l)2. 
Together with (28), this proves (29) with D, = 3.34. 
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